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Always an independent spirit,
Deborah started her first
business in 1990. After owning
and partnering in several
successful small businesses,
she realized that her path to financial freedom was through real
estate investing. In addition to her business degree and graduate
certificate in Entrepreneurial Management from UCLA’s
Anderson School of Management, Deborah expanded her
investing education in 2011 with a series of intensive workshops
with Robert Kiyosaki, The Real Estate Guys, Jason Hartman and
more. She found that she has a flare for fixing and flipping
properties, from purchase, rehabbing, marketing and sale
processes to tools and techniques for locating properties and
analyzing market values to capitalize on opportunities for profit.
With an expertise in renovation and team management, Deborah
began purchasing foreclosures in the Memphis area.
Deborah is also a Trainer for the Tony Robbins organization
learning the skills to help others overcome challenges, create
lasting change in their lives and step into levels of success
beyond anything they thought possible.

Top 7 Questions to Ask Prospective Property
Managers
You have properties. That’s means you also need a good property
manager or maybe even more than one, depending on how close
geographically your properties happen to be. Unless you plan on
doing all the management yourself (not a great idea), you need to
be on the constant lookout for good managers who will act as your
right-hand people! So, what questions you should ask? Here’s a
handy list!
1. As the property manager for this property, how would you
go about getting this property to maintain a high occupancy
rate (tell them what that means to you in percentages like
80% or 95%, etc.)? You want specifics on the particular property
for which you are considering hiring the manager standing before
you. (Because this should take place in person. You want to
watch body language.)

2. How long would it take for you to reach that goal in
occupancy? You can even go further by asking if there is something
the manager would need from you to reach the stated goal.

3. How has that strategy worked in the past? Did you need to
adjust your strategy, and if so how and why? The person’s answer
helps you understand his/her mindset and how he/she handles
stresses and struggles.

4. What type of properties do you really enjoy managing and
why? You ask this because you don’t want a manager who loves to
manage high-end properties managing B-Class or even C-Class
properties. They won’t understand the tenants or the tenants’
mindset! The properties they like to manage have to fit the
properties you are wanting them to manage.

5. What is your process for collecting rents and handling other
income-producing aspects of the property? Rent collection is an
art form. Dealing with tenants who pay late or can’t pay needs to be
handled the right way with diplomacy and professionalism. That

goes beyond accounting practices that are in place. Plus, the
property manager has to understand all other income-producing
aspects of the property. For example, are there coin-operated
washers and dryers? The manager needs to be on a schedule to
collect the monies from those units. It has to be done like
clockwork… before any theft or damage to the units might occur.

6. What is your process for retaining long-term tenants? The
longer the tenants stay the better for your rent roll! Have a
discussion about tenant turnover and how it is handled. Learn from
your prospective manager if tenants tend to stay six months, nine
months, 12 months or more at other properties they’ve managed
and what they’ve done to facilitate longer-term tenants. You want
to hear the magic words that they are great at tenant retention and
understand the importance of great customer care!!

7. How do you manage maintenance issues and the people who
provide maintenance services? The best property managers have
established relationships with service providers, like painters,
handymen, roofing people and even full-on construction companies.
You need good recommendations. You want to know that no matter
what happens on your property that the manager can take care of
things in your stead!

You will also ask about their screening practices to bring in the
most quality tenants, eviction and collection procedures, and
whether they understand the importance of marketing your property
in common-sense ways.
This is just the tip of the ice berg when it comes to a great property
manager interview. If you want more information about this or any
topic in real estate investing, please contact WREN founder
Deborah Razo.

WOMEN’S REAL ESTATE NETWORK
(WREN)

Our main objective is to create a community where women in real
estate will excel and empower each other. Where we can share
experiences, resources and tools to help one another grow both
personally and professionally. And have FUN while doing it!
WE ARE FOUNDED ON FOUR PILLARS:
1. NETWORKING: The main objective is to create a community
where women in real estate will excel and empower each other.
Online Profile/Network, Mixers (both groups), Events
2. SKILLS DEVELOPMENT: Where we can share experiences,
resources and tools to help one another grow both personally and
professionally. Masterminds, Podcast Affiliate Programs
3. MENTORING: WREN Women and WREN Chicks. We need
strong women roll models especially in the world of business
entrepreneurs. Online Profile/Networking, Matching Masterminds,
Podcast Affiliate Programs

4. ADDING VALUE: To help one another grow both personally
and professionally. Sponsorship Partners, Online Articles
It’s important to be a woman with a voice, and being able to
share that voice in order to empower other women!
BE A PART OF UNSTOPPABLE WOMEN THINKERS!
Being a part of the Women’s Real Estate Network – WREN
means you’re a part of an unstoppable force of women real
estate business thinkers.
We create an environment where women in real estate will thrive
and excel! We come together to swap ideas, share stories, and
spark inspiration. Helping each other grow in business as well as
personal wealth. Oh, and have FUN while doing it! Let’s not
leave that out!
Our meetings attract amazing female real estate professionals,
flippers, lenders, syndicators, and developers! Lots of
experience and amazing energy!
www.WRENinspires.com

